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Abstract. This research deals with Arabic dialect identification, a
challenging issue related to Arabic NLP. Indeed, the increasing use of
Arabic dialects in a written form especially in social media generates
new needs in the area of Arabic dialect processing. For discriminating
between dialects in a multi-dialect context, we use different approaches
based on machine learning techniques. To this end, we explored several
methods. We used a classification method based on symmetric Kullback-
Leibler, and we experimented classical classification methods such as
Naive Bayes Classifiers and more sophisticated methods like Word2Vec
and Long Short-Term Memory neural network. We tested our approaches
on a large database of 25 Arabic dialects in addition to MSA.
Keywords: Arabic dialects · Automatic dialect identification · Dialect
resources · Parallel dialectal corpora.
1 Introduction
Standard Arabic is the official language of Arab countries, it is used in
formal speech, education, and newspapers. In contrast people, all over the
Arab world use Arabic dialects in their everyday conversations. Indeed, Arabic
dialects are a variant of the Arabic language (besides Modern Standard Arabic
and classical Arabic). Most research classifies Arabic dialects according to
East-west dichotomy [8]: Maghrebi dialects (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Lybia,
and Mauritania) and middle-east dialects (Egypt, Sudan, Gulf countries and
Levantine countries). Another research [25] classifies them according to the
ethnic and social diversity of Arab speakers as rural and Bedouin variants.
Arabic dialects differ widely between and within Arab countries. Arabic
dialects share a lot of features with standard Arabic which makes them close
to each other but also have specific characteristics related to each one. Social
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media and mobile telephony have contributed to the increased use of Arabic
dialects in a written form. In this context, discriminating between dialects in
a multi-dialectal corpus of texts is a challenging issue, especially when dialects
belong to regions from the same Arabic country. In this case, it is fine-grained
identification where we have to distinguish between very close dialects.
In this paper, we deal with the dialect identification at the sentence level. We
used several approaches and experimented different features. The features are
those parameters that are supposed to characterize specifically each language.
Consequently, they are crucial and not easy to determine.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we highlight the
most challenges issues related to Arabic dialects identification, we present the
most important points that make this task a hard one. Section 3 summarizes
relevant research efforts in dialect identification, while Section 4 presents our
contribution in this area by describing the four approaches we explored. In
Section 5 we give a brief description of the dialectal corpus we used for training
our classifiers and Section 6 is allocated to the results of our experiments. Section
7 concludes this paper.
2 Arabic dialects identification challenges
In their oral form, Arabic dialects are relatively easy to distinguish. In fact,
prosody and tone bring important information about them. But, in their written
form, and compared to other languages, Arabic dialects are difficult to identify.
They are similar languages that share a lot of features and words although they
may differ from one Arab country to another and from one city to another within
the same country. In the following, we enumerate the reasons that make difficult
the issue of the identification of Arabic dialects.
– They share a lot of lexical units with modern standard Arabic. Consequently,
distinguishing between Arabic dialects is a hard task.
– Some words are shared among Arabic dialects but with different meanings.
For example, the Egyptian word éJ
Ë which means why exists in other dialects
like Algerian but with another meaning: for him.
– In the conversation, Arab people tend to switch to standard Arabic especially
when discussing matters relating to religion. Thus, the use of standard Arabic
makes the identification task confusing.
– The lack of dialectal resources such as monolingual and multilingual
corpora makes the identification task a challenging issue. Indeed, the
identification data-driven approaches require important amounts of data to
reach acceptable accuracy rates, such resources are not available for most
Arabic dialects.
3 Related work
Several studies in the area of Arabic NLP attempted to deal with the dialect
identification issue. Different approaches have been adopted. Early work in this
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area[26] used language modeling (LM) based approach to identify the dialect at
the sentence level. The authors created for the purpose of this research the Arabic
Online Commentary Dataset (OAC) (a collection of 52M-word monolingual
dataset rich in dialectal content and annotated thanks to the crowdsourcing
principle). Each dialect of this corpus was modeled by a 3-gram LM, then the
sentence perplexity was computed to score each sentence of the test corpus.
The same authors in [27] used the previously created Arabic Online
Commentary Dataset (with the annotated data) to train classifiers using word
and character language models. They use 1-gram, 2-gram of words and 1-gram,
3-gram and 5-gram of letters. They conducted two-way classification: MSA vs.
Dialect, and multi-way classification: (MSA, multiple dialects). They explored
two identification approaches, by creating: a first system where they use MSA-
only data and attempt to determine how MSA-like a sentence is. They extracted
a vocabulary of 2.9M of words from the Arabic Gigaword Corpus. Then each
sentence is given an OOV percentage of dialectal words, when this percentage
reached a fixed threshold, the sentence is considered as being dialectal. The
second system used perplexity to classify sentences, a language model using
only MSA data was trained on 43M words extracted from the article bodies of
the AOC. When exceeding a perplexity threshold the sentence is classified as
being dialectal. The authors conclude that classifiers trained with dialectal data
(with word 1-gram LM) significantly outperform classifiers which use MSA data
only.
Later supervised approach was used to address dialect identification. The
authors in [6] proposed a supervised approach to predict whether the sentence
is MSA-like or Egyptian. To this end, they trained a Naive Bayes Classifier
(NBC) using token based features and perplexity based features, in addition
to other features like (percentage of punctuation, numbers, special-characters,
number of words & average word-length, etc.). They evaluated their system
on the Egyptian part of the OAC described above. In [19], The authors used
Markov character-based n-grams language models and NBC trained on social
media data for Arabic dialect identification task. They first experimented with 1-
gram, 2-gram and 3-gram character-based LMs. Then, they trained NB classifiers
using the three LMs as features. The identification task covered 18 Arabic
dialects. They also conducted experiments on 6 groups of dialects defined
regards to geographical repartition. The achieved results show that NB classifier
outperforms the character-based n-gram Markov model for most Arabic dialects.
In the same vein, the best accuracy rates are got with NBC with 2-gram LM
features.
The authors of [20] dealt with fine-grained dialect identification. They
attempted to identify 25 dialects of different Arabic cities in addition to MSA.
They also perform dialect identification within 6 geographical regions. They
used a Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) classifier for the learning task. The
classifiers are trained by word and character n-gram LMs. They conduct a set
of experiments by varying the use of features from character/word 1-gram to
5-grams and by combining them. The best accuracy was reached with features
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from word 1-gram LM, 1-gram to 3-gram character LM and Character/Word
5-gram LM probability scores.
Other research used SVM approach to address the dialect identification
issue. In [3], the authors presented a multi-dialect, multi-genre, human
annotated corpus of dialectal Arabic (Egyptian, Gulf, Levantine, Maghrebi,
and Iraqi) extracted from online newspaper commentary and Twitter. They
used crowdsourcing via mechanical Turk to annotate the data. In terms of
size, the corpus contains 27239 newspaper comments including 583K words and
40229 tweets including 666K words. With these data, they dealt with dialect
identification by combining LMs and machine learning. They use two classifiers:
SVM with a linear kernel and NB classifiers both trained on word n-gram LM
features. The results show that the 1-gram based model performs better than 2-
gram/3-gram based models for both SVM and NBC. Moreover, the NB classifier
gives better results.
A similar method was used in [12] where the authors used the Multidialectal
Parallel Corpus of Arabic [2] to perform dialect identification. They used a SVM
classifier with word 1-gram/2-gram LMs and character 1-gram to 4-gnam LMs
features (without any preprocessing step). The authors used SVM to perform
multi-class classification. They also used a meta-classifier (SVM based) trained
by the class probability outputs of lower classifiers (described above). Each lower
(SVM) classifier is learned from one feature type. The authors reported an
accuracy of 74% on the 6-way identification task. For 2-way identification, the
accuracy reached 94% and The best features are those related to 3gram.
The authors of [4] used lexical, phonological, morphological, and syntactic
features to distinguish between dialectal Egyptian and MSA. They used Random
Forest (RF) classification for two-way dialect-MSA identification. The RF
classifier was trained on the Egyptian side of OAC [26] and 150K MSA sentences
from an English-MSA parallel corpus. It used word 1-gra/2-gram/3-gram LMs
and character 1-gram to 5-gram LMs as features. The authors show that the RF
classifier performs better when it uses features extracted from segmented data
in addition to lexical features.
Another interesting work is that described in [5]. It presents Aida2, a token
and sentence level dialect identification system that distinguishes between MSA
and Egyptian dialect. It uses a set of classifiers to deal with the identification
task on the two levels. At token level, the identification is considered as
sequence labeling task. The authors used Conditional Random Field (CRF)
classifier which is trained by using decisions from several underlying components:
MADAMIRA morphological analyzer [17], a tokenized 5-gram Language Model,
a compiled lexicon of Arabic modality triggers, and a Named Entity Recognizer.
The output of this first module is then given to the sentence level identification
module which relies on two independent underlying classifiers. The first one uses
tokenized-level LMs, thus it yields detailed and specific information about the
tokens. The second one is based on surface forms MSA and Egyptian dialect
5-gram LMs. Each of the two classifiers gives a class label and a confidence score
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to the input sentence. Given this information, a Decision Tree classifier provides
the final class of the sentence.
In the same vein, the authors of [21] dealt with the identification of code-
switching between MSA and Moroccan dialect in discussion boards and blog
text. The identification task is considered as a sequence labeling problem which
the authors treat by using CRF. Regards to the data, the authors created their
annotated corpus from scratch by downloading discussion boards and blogs and
proceeded to the annotation for the purpose of identification. To train the CRF
classifier, they used 5 types of features like the words and their surrounding words
with their affixes, structural properties such as if the word contains numbers,
character language models and lexical knowledge from an external source such
as word lists. The authors combined these features in order to identify the best
combination which gives the best accuracy.
4 Identification approaches
In the following, we present the different approaches we tested and evaluated.
4.1 Long Short-Term Memory neural network approach
A recurrent neural network (RNN) in which the connections are made between
units which form a directed cycle, which allows it to exhibit a dynamic temporal
behavior for the model. Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM)[9] are
a special class of neural networks able to learn long-term dependencies. They
are designed especially to avoid the long-term dependency problem. Their main
characteristic is that they remember information for long periods of time. This
class of neural network has been efficient for many NLP tasks such as language
modeling [24], sentiment analysis [16], word embedding learning [11], as well as
in other area like automatic speech recognition [7] and image captioning [13].
We consider the dialect identification task as a multi-class classification
problem that we attempt to solve with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks: given a sentence sj , dialect features vectors Vi with their corresponding
labels li, we have to predict lj by using V and sj . We designed a recurrent
network classifier that takes as input a vector of characters/words n-grams (for
characters n varies from 1 to 5 and for words it varies between 1 and 2). It goes
through a LSTM layer, then to a drop out layer to prevent over-fitting. The last
layer of the network is a softmax that gives a probability distribution over the
different dialect labels.
After several setup configurations, we retained the following parameters for
our neural network architecture:
– Input vector dimension is variable, it depends on the vectorization
parameters. We used character and word level vectorization with different
orders.
– LSTM layer units: 128
– Droupout rate: 0.2
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4.2 Word embedding based approach
The idea is to investigate to what extent the semantic information encoded by
word embedding can be used to identify the varieties of Arabic dialects. For
this reason, we used the CBOW method of Word2Vec model [15] to extract
the vector representation of the words. Given the limited size of the dialectal
corpora and knowing that neuronal network methods necessitate an important
amount material for training, we decided to increase the data by using the
infra-lexical information of the provided corpus. That is why each sentence of
each dialect of the multi-dialect corpus is segmented into 2, 3, 4 and 5 grams
of characters. In addition, the original sentence is kept in the corpus necessary
for the training. After this step, only the vectors representing the typical words
of each dialect are kept for the test. The typical words are those words or
infra-lexical units that are characteristic of a dialect. To identify these units, we
kept for a dialect only the units that do not occur in other dialects.
To label a sentence s with its appropriate tag t from the |D| dialects, we
calculate the similarity between the units of s and the list of typical words of
each dialect as follows.
dk =
1
|s|
|s|∑
i=1
min
1≤j≤|Lk|
E(si, w
k
j ) (1)
il = argmin
1≤k≤|D|
(dk) (2)
Where:
– |s| is the number of words of s,
– Lk is the list of typical words of the dialect k,
– E is the Euclidean distance,
– wkj is the word j belonging to the list of typical words of the dialect k,
– and |D| is the number of dialects/language (distinct labels).
Then we assign the label l corresponding to the dialect that gives the smallest
distance.
4.3 Symmetric Kullback-Leibler for classification
In this approach, we constitute a General Vocabulary (GV) from the different
training corpora. The vocabulary is composed of all the words, the bi-grams and
with all the infra-lexical units from one to five. Then, the distribution of each
dialect is calculated in accordance to GV. Each dialect di is then represented by
a vector where each dimension is given by P (uk|di). Where uk indicates a unit
of GV and di corresponds to the dialect i. All the probabilities are smoothed to
avoid zero probabilities for unknown words of the test corpus.
For the test, each sentence is segmented similarly to what has been done for the
training. Then we calculate the symmetric Kullback-Leibler measure [10](see
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equation 3), we used several years ago to identify emails [1], between the
distribution of the test sentence and the distribution of each dialect. We assign
then the sentence to the dialect that provides the smallest score.
D(P ||Q) =
∑
x
((P (x)−Q(x))LogP (x)
Q(x)
(3)
4.4 Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes (MNB) approach
Na¨ıve Bayes classifiers are widely used in different applications in natural
language processing and particularly in text classification[14][18][23] due to their
efficiency and their acceptable predictive performance. That is why we consider
them to deal with the dialect identification issue . MNB estimates the conditional
probability of a particular term given a class as the relative frequency of the term
t in all documents belonging to the class C.
In order to train our MNB classifier, we used 1-gram, 2-gram and 3-gram
as features supported by a TF-IDF vector We also used a special character to
mark the start of the sentences. We note that we utilized Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scores [22].
5 Data description
For training and testing our classifiers, we used the MADAR shared task data
[20]. It consists of two parallel multi-dialect corpora:
– The first corpus (MADAR-Corpus26) is composed of parallel sentences
translated to 25 dialects of several cities from the Arab countries (see Table
1), in addition to modern standard Arabic. Each dialect/language includes
1600 sentences for training and 200 sentences for test purpose.
– The second corpus (MADAR-Corpus6) is a collection of 10K additional
sentences translated to the dialects of five selected cities: Beirut, Cairo, Doha,
Tunis, and Rabat.
In Table 2, we give an example of parallel sentences from MADAR-Corpus26
(the first corpus).
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Table 1. MADAR-Corpus26 Countries and cities.
Country City
Algeria Algiers ALG
Morocco Rabat RAB
Fes FES
Tunisia Tunis TUN
Sfax SFX
Libya Tripoli TRI
Benghazi BEN
Egypt Cairo CAI
Alexandria ALX
Aswan ASW
Sudan Khartoum KHA
Jordan Amman AMM
Salt SAL
Country City
Palestine Jerusalem JER
Syria Beirut BEI
Damascus DAM
Aleppo ALE
Iraq Mosul MOS
Baghdad BAG
Basra BAS
Saudi Arabia Riyadh RIY
Jeddah JED
Oman Muscat MUS
Qatar Doha DOHA
Yemen Sanaa SAN
6 Experiments
We built a set of classifiers based on the approaches described above by using
the two MADAR corpora (MADAR-Corpus26 and MADAR-corpus6). For each
classifier, we tested several combinations of features to identify the ones that
increase the accuracy values. We report in Table 3 the best-achieved results and
in Table 7 the features that yield the best accuracy rate for each approach.
The best achieved results are those got with the multinomial NB approach,
followed by the LSTM, then Kullback-Leibler, while the word embedding values
come last. Sophisticated approaches did not give the intended results. We
expected to have better or at least equivalent results with the neural network
approach. But the experiments show that MNB performs better. This is due in
our opinion to the size of the training data; Indeed neural networks require an
important amount of data to perform best.
In addition, 6-way identification classifiers perform better than 26-way
identification. This is a natural and expected result since the confusion is reduced
when using fewer dialects and more data. It is worth noting 6-way identification
results follows the same scale of values as 26-way identification, MNB results
remain the best followed by LSTM, Kullback-Leibler and W2Vec values. But we
can mention that the results of the LSTM and the symmetric Kullback-Leibler
are close to each other.
For the MNB classifiers (for convenience we refer to them by MNB-
MADAR-Corpus26 & MNB-MADAR-Corpus6) which achieved the best scores,
we computed respectively, Precision, Recall, and F1-score at class level (see
Table 4 and Table 5). We also generated the confusion matrix of these classifiers
in order to have an idea about the dialects they recognize better than others
and the errors they make. For presentational reasons, we report in Table 6 a
summary of MNB-MADAR-Corpus26 confusion matrix, while in Fig. 1 we show
the confusion matrix of MNB-MADAR-Corpus6.
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Table 2. Example of parallel sentences from MADAR-Corpus26.
City Dialect or language Sentence
MSA . AÓAÖ ß l'AË@ HA 	KAJ
K. ÐAÓ

@ , ¼A 	Jë
Beirut BEI . hAJ
Ë@ HAÓCªJ@ I. JºÓ Ð@Y
¯ ¡J. 	¢ËAK. , ½J
 	Kñë PA
Cairo CAI . ékAJ
Ë@ HAÓCªJ@ I. JºÓ Ð@Y
¯ ½K. ðXAK
 , ¼A 	Jë ½Ó@Y¯ èX
Doha DOH . ¡J. 	ËAK. hAJ
Ë@ HAÓCªJ@ Ð@Yg. ¡J. 	ËAK. , H. ñË@ ¼@
	X ñë
Rabat RAB . ¡J. 	ËAK. hAJ
Ë@ HAÓCªJ@ I. JºÓ ÉK. A
®Ó , AÖ ß è @P
Tunis TUN . éJ
kAJ
Ë@ H@XA PB@ ¨AJÓ ðQ
J. Ë @ Ð @Y¯ ¡J. 	ËAK. , ø
 XA
	« A¿ñë@
Alexandria ALX . Èñ£ úÎ« éJ
kAJ
Ë@ HAÓCªJB@ Ð@Y¯ , ¼A 	Jë ñë
Algiers ALG . hAJ
Ë@ HAÓñÊªÓ ©K I. JºÖÏ @ Ð @Y
¯ ¡J. 	ËAK. , ½J
êË ñë@P
Aswan ASW . Èñ£ úÎ« hAJ
Ë@ H@XA P@ I. JºÓ Ð@Y
¯ , ¼A 	Jë
Damascus DAM . ¡. 	QËAK. hAJ
Ë@ HAÓñÊªÓ I. JºÓ Ð@Y
¯ , ½J
 	Jë Xñk. ñÓ
Jeddah JED . ¡J. 	ËAK. éJ
kAJ
Ë@ HAÓñÊªÖÏ @ I. JºÓ Ð@Y
¯ , ¼A 	Jë é 	¯ñ 
Ryadh RIY . hAJ
Ë@ HAÓñÊªÓ I. JºÓ ÉK. A
®Ó ¡J. 	ËAK. , ¼A 	Jë
Sfax SFX . ¡J. 	ËAK. éJ
kAJ
Ë@ H@XA PB @ I.
JºÓ Ð@Y¯ , ø
 XA
	« ú
»ð

@
Baghdad BAG . éJ
kAJ
Ë@ HAÓñÊªÖÏ @ I. JºÓ ÉJ
K. A
®Ó ¡J. 	ËAK. , ¼A 	Jë Xñk. ñÓ
Meaning There, just in front of tourist information
Table 3. Dialect identification results using different approaches.
Training Corpus MADAR-Corpus 26 MADAR-Corpus 6
Approach Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
Word Embedding 50.11 49.90 49.74 83.96 83.90 83.83
Symmetric Kullback-Leibler 53.21 68.27 53.79 89.05 89.48 89.03
Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes 69.80 69.15 69.09 92.54 92.50 92.50
LSTM networks 58.04 61.54 58.33 89.23 89.17 89.18
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For 26-way classification, the dialects with low confusion rates were better
identified than others. The Mosul dialect (MOS) achieved the best scores.
Although it is an Iraqi dialect, it is well distinguished compared to the other
Iraqi dialects (BAG and BAS). These two last are confused by a rate of 18.5%.
Similarly, the classifier tends to confuse the dialects belonging to the same
countries. The most confused dialect pairs are RAB & FES, SFX & TUN, CAI
& ASW, ALX & ASW and BEN & TRI, in addition to MUS which is the most
confused dialect with MSA. Furthermore, the Levantine dialects because of their
closeness are also confused with each other (AMM & JER and DAM & AMM).
The recall values of all these dialects are lower compared to other values recorded
for dialects such as ALG and SAN that are the only ones belonging to Algeria
and Yemen in this order.
Table 4. MNB-MADAR-Corpus26 Dialect identification results by dialect/language.
Dial./Lang. Precision Recall F1-score
MOS 83.41 85.50 84.44
ALG 78.08 85.50 81.62
SAN 87.79 75.50 81.18
MSA 71.49 89.00 79.29
ALX 76.17 81.50 78.74
TRI 69.26 80.00 74.25
RAB 78.98 69.50 73.94
FES 72.25 75.50 73.84
SFX 67.52 79.00 72.81
BEI 78.70 66.50 72.09
BEN 70.87 73.00 71.92
TUN 75.14 65.00 69.71
BAG 76.97 63.50 69.59
Dial./Lang. Precision Recall F1-score
ALE 78.12 62.50 69.44
DOH 72.04 67.00 69.43
KHA 63.29 75.00 68.65
BAS 67.15 69.50 68.30
JED 68.45 64.00 66.15
CAI 73.97 54.00 62.43
ASW 59.55 65.50 62.38
RIY 57.14 64.00 60.38
SAL 61.90 58.50 60.15
DAM 56.02 60.50 58.17
JER 54.63 62.00 58.08
MUS 65.52 47.50 55.07
AMM 50.43 59.00 54.38
For 6-way classification, the scores are better. The most confused dialects are
RAB & TUN followed by CAI & DOH, then BEI & DOH and BEI & CAI (with
the same confusion rate), while the most confused dialects with MSA are DOH
and CAI.
Table 5. MNB-MADAR-Corpus6 Dialect identification results by dialect/language.
Dialect/Language Precision Recall F1-score
MSA 95.09 96.80 95.94
RAB 94.04 93.10 93.57
TUN 94.25 91.80 93.01
BEI 93.03 90.70 91.85
DOH 88.21 92.80 90.45
CAI 90.72 89.90 90.31
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Table 6. MNB-MADAR-Corpus26 Confusion matrix summary.
Dial./Lang Recal Most confused Confusion % Less confused1
ALE 62.5 DAM/JER 7.5 ALG BAG FES MOS RAB
ALG 85.5 MSA 2.5 ASW BEI BEN CAI JED
ALX 81.5 ASW 9.0 TRI
AMM 59.0 JER 12.5 ALG ALX BEN FES MSA MUS
RAB SFX
ASW 65.5 ALX 12.5 DOH JED JER KHA SFX TUN
BAG 63.5 BAS 18.5 ALX ASW BEN CAI DAM JED
JER KHA SFX TUN
BAS 69.5 BAG 10.5 ALG ASW BEI DAM JER KHA
MUS RAB SAL SAN
BEI 66.5 DAM 6.5 BAS ALX ASW KHA MSA SAN
TRI
BEN 73.0 TRI 6.5 ALX JED MOS RAB
CAI 54.0 ASW 17.5 BAS ALE MOS RAB
DAM 60.5 AMM 11.5 ALX ASW BAG BAS MUS SFX
TUN
DOH 67.0 RIY 6.0 ALE JER MSA TRI
FES 75.5 RAB 11.5 ALE AMM ASW BEN KHA MUS
RIY TUN
JED 64.0 RIY 6.5 ALX MSA
JER 62.0 AMM 9.5 ASW BAG CAI MUS RIY SAN
KHA 75.0 MSA 2.5 ALE BAS DOH SAN SFX TUN
MOS 85.5 BAS 4.0 ALG BEN DAM FES KHA MSA
MUS RIY SAL TUN
MSA 89.00 MUS 2.5 ALE BAG BAS BEN JED MOS
MOS SFX TRI
MUS 47.5 MSA 15.0 ALX ALE BEI JER RAB SAL
SAN TRI RAB SAL SAN TRI
RAB 69.5 FES 18.5 BEN DOH JER MUS TUN
RIY 64.0 MUS 5.5 AMM CAI JER TRI
SAL 58.5 AMM /JER 9.0 BAG DOH FES MOS MUS SAN
SFX
SAN 75.5 RIY 4.0 ALE ALG ASW JER MSA RAB
SFX 79.0 TUN 10.5 ASW BAG BEI JED JER KHA
MSA MUS RAB SAL SAN
TRI 80.0 BEN 8.0 ALG AMM BAG BAS CAI DAM
MOS RAB SAN
TUN 65.0 SFX 19.0 ALE ASW FES JED JER
1 Confusion rate is equal to 0.5 for all these classes.
In terms of features, we confirm that using n-grams features helps to
increase accuracy. All the classifiers perform better when they are fit with such
information. Character n-grams order varies from 1 to 5, while for word n-grams
lower order (1 and 2) achieve the best results. It should be noted that for the
MNB classifier, we used sentence likelihood computed from the 26 word uni-gram
language models.
Table 7. The dialect features used in the different approaches.
Approach Word n-grams features Character n-grams features
Word Embedding 2-gram to 5-gram
Symmetric Kullback-Leibler 1-gram and 2-gram 1-gram to 5-gram
Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes 1-gram to 2-gram 1-gram to 5-gram
+LMs Prob
LSTM networks 1-gram 4-gram
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Fig. 1. MNB-MADAR-Corpus6 confusion matrix.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we explored several approaches to tackle the issue of dialect
identification with a set of 25 dialects belonging to some cities from the Arab
countries in addition to MSA. We considered neural network approaches by using
words embedding and LSTM networks. Unfortunately, the achieved results were
not as what we expected, the size of the available training data was not sufficient
to learn such classifiers. For W2Vec approach, we get the worst results (F1-score
of 49.90 vs 61.54 from LSTM method). In the same vein, we experimented with
the symmetric Kullback-Leibler distance. The obtained results did not exceed
F1-score of 53.79 but with a recall of 68,27. The best results were achieved by the
Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes classifier. It performs better than all other classifiers
with an F1-score of 69.09. All the described classifiers were trained by using
different features combinations. The character and word n-grams remain the
best features for text classification, especially of Arabic dialects.
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